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AN INTEGRATED PCM DATA SYSTEM FOR FULL SCALE
AERONAUTICS TESTING

DON R. REYNOLDS
Ames Research Center

NASA
Moffett Field, CA

Summary.   An integrated PCM data system is being developed at Ames Research Center
to gather test data on advanced STOL propulsive lift, VTOL, rotary wing, and V/STOL
control systems concepts as they pass through wind-tunnel, test-stand, flight-simulator and
flight-test phases. Identical airborne signal conditioning and PCM encoding is used on test
aircraft and wind tunnel models. An 80,000 word/second PCM installation will be the first
“all PCM”instrumented rotary wing development project. The system uses both dedicated
and time-shared computers for fast data analysis with maximum use of resources. This
system development shows one way to bring separate data user groups together over a
common data base, while sharing computing resources for minimum cost.

Introduction.   Flight testing today requires increased flexibility and cost effectiveness.
The integrated PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) system at Ames Research Center departs
from the usual “integrated system” concept in some important ways. Since flight testing is
not the prime mission of Ames, the system shares resources which are normally
autonomous in their prime missions. The integration comes at the flight project level. This
system has some compromises, as well as some advantages. The system concept is
discussed first, followed by some system design detail. User examples and some thoughts
for future development conclude the paper.

System Concept.   Test engineering and test data analysis at Ames is performed by the
project user. The Integrated PCM Data System concept is to provide the project user
hardware and test data processing tools at minimum cost. The integrated PCM system
development came largely from project funds. This has the advantage of controlling system
cost, since the development projects always have other money problems and priorities of
their own. However, each project must usually buy and install a new airborne data system
rather than pick a proven system off the shelf for use. Our airborne hardware is almost
always committed to support another ongoing program, so there is never anything sitting
on our shelf to pick. Thus, the airborne data acquisition system is purchased by Ames and
is usually installed by the prime vehicle contractor. This enables us to control the
interfaces with our test data processing system.



The Integrated PCM Data System is shown in Fig. 1. Each project integrates its own test
data system, from the blocks shown, according to its needs. The user project’s test
engineers and data analysts are free to use whichever blocks work well for them. All data
in the system except the high-frequency noise data, is presently digitized in real time and
stored in serial PCM (digital) form on magnetic tape. This serial PCM data on the PCM
Airborne Tape, the Ground Tape, or the Special Analysis Tape (Fig. 1) is accepted by the
PCM Ground Station for data reduction. These tapes often contain voice tracks, analog
data, and IRIG-B time code, in addition to the serial PCM data. All data on these tapes
comply with the Telemetry Standards set by the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
(IRIG). The goal is to permit wide flexibility in the content and format of these tapes. In
contrast, the digital computer tapes (IBM tape in Fig. 1) are as rigidly constrained as we
can make them. The constraints we are able to enforce on these IBM tapes directly
determine the practicality of a system of computer programs on the Central Computer
Facility.

The key problem that flight test data presents to the computer and computer user is its
large volume. It is relatively easy to acquire 200 million or more data samples on an
aircraft flight. But it is difficult to edit this data volume down to a size small enough for the
computer to deal with in reasonable time. Further, it is difficult to program the machine to
extract what is important from the data and not fill the flight test engineers’ offices with all
those numbers. The computer system concept for handling the data volume requires
efficiently matching the job to the computer resources available. Smaller general-purpose
computers handle high data volume more efficiently than their larger cousins do because
they have smaller, simpler input-output software systems. However, large general-purpose
computers solve complex calculations on small data volume more efficiently than small
computers do. Special-purpose computers perform simple or complex calculations on large
volumes of data quickly. But they are efficiently used only where unchanging, routine
calculations must be done on large volumes of data.

To minimize computer programming costs one tries to re-use programs developed for other
projects. But to do this, the programs must be standardized to fit within some uniform,
testdata software system. Building such a system under project cost and schedule
constraints is difficult. The choice to assign programmers to write “ashcan” programs for
each project, and re-invent them all too often, competes with the choice to build such a
uniform system. Unfortunately, computer system differences conspire against transplanting
an existing large program from another computer system. One cannot easily benefit from
someone else’s system programming effort. The problem is the incompatible hardware and
software input/output techniques used by the computer industry. Flight test data’s high
volume requires that software be optimized for a particular computer installation. Only
simple programs can be made completely computer system independent. The computer
field has no Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) as does the telemetry field.



System Design, Present System.   The portions of the system which have been
implemented to date are discussed first, followed by portions under construction.

Data are presently generated from PCM encoders on five research aircraft and Nike-
Hercules precision tracking radar. Two of the aircraft are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. All
present installations record the serial PCM data directly on magnetic tape. A typical
Airborne PCM System is shown in Fig. 4.

PCM Ground Station.   PCM data are presently accepted by a small PCM Ground
Station. This station comprises a magnetic tape playback unit, a patchboard PCM
Decommutator and Displays, Time Code Translators, and a PCM Decommutator “Front
End” linked to an XDS Sigma 7 computer. The station is shown in Fig. 5. The raw data
tape is first played onto the strip chart and bar chart displays at the left for a “quick look”
to locate data intervals of interest. Next, the edited data are played through the PCM “front
end” decommutator at the right, which is controlled by the Sigma 7 computer in the Hybrid
Computer Laboratory.

Hybrid Computer Laboratory.   All PCM data are presently reduced on computers
which have another prime mission. The prime mission of the Hybrid Computer Laboratory
in Fig. 1 is control of motion generators for simulation. Wind-tunnel dynamic data analysis
and digitizing is another use. The laboratory also supports PCM computer-tape formatting
and mission-time data processing on its XDS Sigma 7 computer. The Sigma 7 computer
presently finds most of its use processing mission-time flight-test data, while a Sigma 8 is
presently used for simulation. But the computers can be configured for data processing or
simulation work as needed. The Hybrid Computer Laboratory also provides dynamic data
analysis on a separate time-series analysis system. This will be used on Tilt-Rotor
Research Aircraft data, and is discussed in more detail later.

The mission-time PCM software is shown in Fig. 6. It provides the user plots and printouts
of computer data with fast response. Although priority analysis could be done within
hours, computed data are usually available one to two days after the flight. The system is
presently capable of a throughput of 8000 samples/second onto digital computer tape. This
MAC/RAN tape (Fig. 6) is a common format for digitized analog tape data as well as
PCM data. The software is presently CPU-limited at PCM prime frame rates of 100
frames/second. Subcommutation is presently programmed in software. One of the data
outputs available from the Sigma 7 system is a magnetic tape that is FORTRAN
compatible with the IBM 360 computer. This provides an efficient inter-computer
standardized data format. The Sigma 7 system’s realtime capability is achieved by expert
professional programmers under contract.



Central Computer Facility.   One prime mission of the Central Computation Facility’s
IBM 360/67 is to provide real-time computing for other wind tunnels (not shown in Fig. 1).
A second mission is to support computational fluid dynamics. But the central computer
also provides time-shared interactive or batch analysis computing of flight test data (post
mission), as well as other general-purpose computing. The IBM 360/67 fulfills quite a
distinct test-data computing function compared to the function of the Sigma 7 system. The
Sigma 7 performs relatively simple computations on a large volume of data. Programs are
written by computer professionals at user request. The Sigma 7 operates best when
computing the routine lift coefficients, etc., that can be planned for well ahead of the test
flight. The user does not interact online with the computing system.

The IBM 360/67 is used best for research data analysis such as identifying stability
derivatives. For this work, the computer programs constantly change, and a much smaller
amount of data is used. Two useful features of the operating system, TSS 360, are virtual
memory and conversational computing (time-sharing).

Virtual memory refers to the technique of breaking the user’s program up into pages, then
swapping the needed pages of many users into core memory for computing as needed.
Each user can run a program that would use a million words of core memory. This is large
enough for nearly all programs. The IBM 360/67 in the Central Facility provides time-
sharing so that the analyst can interact with the computation process and redirect it as
desired. This is similar to the NASA-Langley Real-Time System for parameter
identification (Ref. 1). The time-share system also permits online computer program
debugging, but this requires some skill for any but the trivial programs. Any online
technique is only useful where the user can “think on his feet.” Otherwise, it can entice the
user into wasting his time guessing, when instead, he should pull back and think more.
This can be as wasteful as requesting ten times as many batch runs to make sure what one
wants is contained within what one gets.

These features of our central computer have made it, in a sense, a victim of its own
success. Its users absorb any system improvements so fast the system returns to saturation
before the average user notices an improvement in response time or data turn-around time.
The system always seems to be resource limited.

FLYTE, A Test-Data Reduction System.   We are attempting to make a software system
that can be used by nonprogrammers as well as by skilled programmers. The Ames
system, called FLYTE, is shown in Fig. 7. Each active mission has a private disk pack for
working data storage. One disk pack holds over 5 million data samples. Data from the
IBM tape are first copied onto a user’s disk. This copy program, SIGFRONT, has not
been optimized yet, so the copy program is most efficiently run in batch after midnight. A
typical run of six test conditions of 61 channels of data used 18.6 minutes of computer



time. The computer run required 95 minutes of real time, whereas less than six minutes
were used in tape setup. The six test conditions ranged from 1 6 to 22 seconds at I 00
samples/second on each channel (11116 times 61 total data samples); thus, less than two
minutes of real flight time was represented. An improved version of the program now in
test runs faster. Runs from several flights can be stored on the same disk so that an
analysis program can run many different test cases without complex and slow tape
operations.

Users can have the operators mount disk packs or magnetic tapes for interactive use from
the conversational terminal, or computing can be done in batch. The system has been
directed to serve the nonprogrammer user. Interactive mode is emphasized, with the
computer checking for “reasonable” parameter inputs.

FLYTE uses direct access input/output to store computer results back on the disk in time
correlation with the original data. Using this powerful capability invites a bookkeeping
problem unless the users and programmers follow careful plans.

Building such a system is not a straightforward job, nor is it really compatible with the
minimum-resources constraint. Much of the work has been done by a skilled college
student. With the 360/67 computer often saturated during prime shift, conversational
access to FLYTE has been restricted by schedule. Due to these constraints, the data
analysis system has only recently been able to compete with the “ashcan” programming
technique mentioned earlier. Configuration control of a large central group of support
programmers is possible. But individual user-programmers naturally prefer to avoid
constraints. Using a partially developed system can be inconvenient compared to
programming on data directly from the IBM tape.

System Design, Under Development.   The FLYTE test data processing system
described above is under continual development as we learn more about how to write
workable, interactive programs. Much work is still needed for debugging this system and
adding extensions, such as data plotting on a storage-tube CRT terminal.

The 40 by 80 On-Board PCM System is one of the new additions to the existing SEL
840MP real-time computer system in the 40 by 80-foot wind tunnel (Ref. 2). The concept
here is to instrument full-scale wind-tunnel models with signal conditioning and PCM data
systems. The PCM data will be brought out from the model to the control room on a digital
data buss. This will permit wind tunnel models to be checked out before they are brought
into the tunnel. In addition to the time saved getting models into the tunnel, a saving in
wire will result from digitizing on-board the model. This system uses a production version
of the Airborne Integrated Flight Test Data System (AIFTDS) conceived by NASA-Flight
Research Center (Refs. 3 and 4). The system block diagram is shown in Fig. 8. Sample



formats and channel gains are remote controlled by computer. More details are available
on the 40 by 80 system in Ref. 2.

STOLAND Project Application.   STOLAND is a terminal area and control avionics
system for short-takeoff-and landing (STOL) aircraft (Ref. 5). Its airborne digital computer
has been interfaced to the PCM encoding system to combine all airborne data in one time-
correlated system. Precision radar tracking data is acquired presently on a ground-based
PCM encoder. This encoder will be replaced by the real-time computer in the Aircraft Test
Van (ATVAN, Fig. 1) in mid-1974. ATVAN’s use supporting the Tilt-Rotor is discussed
later. The ATVAN system and its companion low-cost, precision terminal area tracking
system will likely be described in future papers by others.

Tilt-Rotor Project Application, Airborne.   The Tilt-Rotor Research aircraft (or XV-15)
is a twin prop-rotor VTOL to be built by Bell Helicopter, Forth Worth for NASA and the
Army. It will use the AIFTDS PCM system described earlier (Refs. 3 and 4) in all testing.
It is significant in that it will use one instrumentation system through its entire dynamic
ground test, windtunnel test, and flight-test programs. The aircraft will not have to be re-
instrumented for each phase. The airborne data systems for Tilt-Rotor and the 40 by 80
foot wind tunnel are being acquired by combined procurement to maximize compatibility
with the full-scale wind tunnel. This offers the potential for more precise correlation of
wind-tunnel and flight-test data. Obviously, this commonality also minimizes cost and
manpower requirements. IRIG standard compatibility is maintained to guarantee data
interchangeability, of course.

It is also significant that this appears to be the first aircraft development program to use
PCM as the primary data acquisition technique for a significant dynamic data requirement.
There is no plan for a narrow-band frequency modulation (NB-FM) system for any test
phase. An “all PCM” vehicle is not new in the missile business. Minuteman’s 384-kbit/
second system forced the state of the telemetry art in this area some years ago. But “all
PCM” is quite new to an aircraft development, particularly to a rotary wing aircraft
program.

The high data bandwidth for rotor dynamic loads and vibration data pushes the system
sample rate to 80,000 samples/second. This is split into two PCM streams of 40,000
samples/second each. The airborne block diagram is shown in Fig. 9. The system will use
Delay Modulation or high-density NRZ serial recording on magnetic tape at packing
densities on the order of 15000 to 20000 bits/inch. Provision has also been made to use L-
band telemetry to enhance both flight safety and test control.

Tilt-Rotor Project Application, Data Analysis.   The data analysis system for the Tilt-
Rotor program is in the planning stage at this writing. The general-purpose computer



system technology does not exist which can analyze data at continuous 40,000
sample/second rates. As can be seen from the discussion above, large-scale computers
with their sophisticated software tend to accept numbers at lower rates than small
computers. Thus, special-purpose computers must be used for the high-rate oscillatory
loads data. The ATVAN system was developed by EMR Telemetry for high-rate telemetry
computing. A programmed data distributor and two powerful “midi” computers are used.
This real-time telemetry editing and radar tracking data-merge capability is available in a
system dedicated to flight test. Special-purpose calculation hardware and a direct digital
interface between a PCM Decommutator and a time series analyzer are also being
considered. The special-purpose hardware reduces the data volume to fit the capabilities of
the general-purpose Sigma 7 and 360 computers. It is anticipated that the results of this
development will be reported in a future paper.

Future Plans.   Returning to the Integrated PCM Data System block diagram (Fig. 1), we
note several items which have not been discussed. PCM telemetry to the PCM Ground
Station at Moffett Field is planned to support test stand and V/STOL operations. All the
usual advantages of telemetry to a real-time computer in instrumentation checkout,
subsystem monitoring, more aggressive test scheduling, etc., should result when this is
implemented.

The PCM Ground Station was originally planned by the very forward-thinking Simulator
Computer Systems Branch to efficiently exchange data between a small simulator cab and
the digital computer through fewer expensive slip rings. Flight-qualified PCM encoders are
only recently becoming economical for instrumenting a simulator cab. Such use is now
being planned.

The high-density serial PCM tape recording technology is now fairly mature and analog-
to-digital converter and logic prices are coming down. The development of the direct
digital link of the PCM decommutator to the time series analyzer will pave the way for
extending PCM technology to handle acoustic noise data. Today’s analog (wide-band FM)
magnetic tape technology offers only slightly better than one-part-in-100 dynamic range,
while the PCM technology will offer one-part-in-1000, or better, at comparable cost. The
Special Analysis Tape in Fig. I will provide this capability for offline detailed dynamic
analysis.

The hardwire link from the 40 by 80-foot tunnel computer to the Central Computer Facility
will be implemented when the Central Facility capacity increases enough to accept its data.
This central computer resource limitation has encouraged Ames to lead the way in the
aerospace industry in computer network use. We presently buy an equivalent to the IBM
360/67 duplex (dual computer) capacity in remote computing from a CDC 6600/7600
system at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. The Ames 360/67 is also online to the



Advanced Research Projects Agency network (ARPANET). This network of computers
and access nodes can be reached by users from Norway to Hawaii.

Advanced development of this resource would permit flight and wind-tunnel test data to be
accessed in real time from a mass memory such as the Unicon laser memory system, and
processed on the optimum software system on a computer any distance away. The Unicon
(Ref. 6) is now online on the ARPANET for experimental use. It uses a laser to burn spots
on mylar strips. The presence or absence of spots is read as binary data. Its online data
capacity is on the order of a trillion bits. The Unicon system and the Illiac IV
supercomputer are being developed into a viable resource by the Institute for Advanced
Computation at Ames. Ames is in an excellent position to develop an online, sharable data
base of flight-test and wind-tunnel data for the aerospace industry.

The potential for computer networking can circumvent many of the machine-dependent
problems, noted earlier, which prevent transfer of computer software technology to another
site. One merely ships his data to that site through the computer network and receives his
answers back over the network. This online process is both fast and economical and is
being done now between Ames and other ARPANET sites. The author anticipates
development of such tools as the Online Mathematical System (University of California at
Santa Barbara and UCLA) to analyze flight-test and wind-tunnel research data online. The
exciting teleconferencing and data-base techniques which permit a geographically
distributed “knowledge workshop” (Ref. 7) could find use in working with flight-test and
wind-tunnel data in the next few years. The Stanford Research Institute’s Augmentation
Research Center has this computer technology in hand and it is now available
experimentally online to the ARPANET.

Summary and Conclusions.   An Integrated PCM Data System has been described which
is integrated by project requirements rather than by a traditional organization chart. This
new type of system integration better matches the “visible results now” at “bare bones”
cost environment of the aerospace industry in the 1970’s. PCM provides a unifying
technology which can assist in interchange of data and data analysis techniques between
analysts who would not otherwise get together.

PCM techniques will soon be routinely extended to acoustic data frequencies through
digital interfaces to special-purpose computers (time series analyzers). Interactive use of
computers where the analyst is an online partner to the online machine will continue to
make the significant contributions to aerospace vehicle and control system technology.
This will be available to more people as hardware costs continue to drop.

An integrated data system which shares real-time computer resources to minimize cost and
manpower will likely be the rule rather than the exception. It must be built with minimum



manpower and minimum cost, since lavish resources simply will be unavailable. The
sharing of resources on an industry-wide basis may not arrive as a completely satisfactory
and workable tool in the 1970’s, but the economic climate for the short run could spur
great effort to develop these advanced tools. It is anticipated that our experience in
developing a low-cost Integrated PCM Data System can be coupled with our computer
network experience to produce these tools. With the aerospace industry resource
environment, we are likely to find we cannot get the job done as we have in the past
without them.
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Figure 1.  Integrated PCM System

Figure 2.  Augmentor Wing Jet STOL Research Aircraft

Figure 3.  X-14B VTO  Research Aircraft on Test Stand
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Figure 4.  Airborne PCM Data System

Figure 5.  PCM Ground Station

Figure 6.  PCM Data Processing System



Figure 7.  TSS-FLYTE Test Data Processing System

Figure 8.  40-by-80 Onboard System
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Figure 9.-  Tilt-Rotor Research Aircraft Instrumentation System
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